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and the gambling spirit it induced^ his hand was forced politically.
The alternative to raising the issue was political crisis.
The times were not favourable; that he knew. These were the
days of far-reaching international action with the realists digging
themselves in under smoke-screens of sentimentalism, the days
of pacts and yet more pacts and of universal peace pacts5 of
security treaties,, and disarmament conferences in which Germany
was indeed co-operating, but was unable to draw any national
advantages even from the divergences between her ex-enemies;
it was indeed becoming almost indecent internationally to think
of drawing national advantage. Feelers and hints brought no
results; they were almost regarded as untimely interruption to
the ceremonial incense-burning to the cause of peace. But the
problems that drove Stresemann on were not to be solved by
incense-burning, and the ill-success of a cautious diplomacy added
to his sense of failure and impotence the feeling that he was being
humbugged. Behind the incense-cloud was pettifogging legalist^
bland obstructionism, and definite lack of good will: a source of
profound irritation not because it was irritating Germany^ but
because it was hindering any real advance in that European
reconstruction which would save Germany in saving Europe and
would only have a chance of success when all the signs of "servi-
tude" had been swept away. The nation was already asking
awkward questions which the French, smugly flirting with
American idealism, were doing nothing to help him to answer.
Yet he felt himself to be the best friend that France had in Europe.
Would he have to convince her of the value of that friendship
by turning enemy?
Still in the doctors3 hands he seized on the pressing invitation
to go to the French capital to sign what is known as the Pact of
Paris, but ought alike by its character and its origin to be known
as the Shotwell Pact. It was not for the sake of an historic sig-
nature that he wanted to go; he did not attach much value to
general peace pacts, especially when they emerged from American
universities. For him Germany's signature was simply a matter
of course. She was a pacifist power and signature could not make
her any more pacifist. But it was a chance to go to Paris to give

